FUTU RE PE RFECT

LIVING ROOM

A Dallas couple enlists a forward-thinking designer
to create a dream home for their next act.
interior designer Jean Liu / architect Clinton + Company
writer Hadley Keller / photographer Stephen Karlisch

“We were able to work in a lot of pieces from their previous home, which
made it feel layered,” says designer Jean Liu of this Dallas project. One example:
A pair of sofas, once taupe with brass nailheads, were reupholstered in a
Rogers & Goffigon velvet. Cocktail tables: Arteriors. Side tables: John
Dickinson. Curtain fabric: Casamance. Rug: custom by Blackstone
Carpets. Ceiling light: Lawson-Fenning. Floor lamp: Visual Comfort.
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KITCHEN

Liu designed the custom cabinetry, which is
finished in Morris Room Grey by Sherwin-Williams.
Pendants: Roman and Williams Guild.
Wine column: Thermador.

DINING AREA

In lieu of a dining room, Liu set two Mark Jupiter tables against a custom banquette (in Theo leather and Kravet fabric)
on one side of the kitchen island. “The top is this oxidized walnut that gives it a silver luster,” she says. Chairs: David Ericsson
from Suite NY. Hood: Gaggenau. Appliances: Wolf. Faucet: California Faucets.

N

N OT LO N G A F T E R M A RY A N D

Scott Hager’s college-aged kids
flew the coop, the Dallas couple
did what so many empty nesters
do: said goodbye to their longtime family home—a large, traditional house in the
city’s leafy University Park neighborhood—and began
building a smaller one nearby. “They were looking
for something more modern and low-maintenance,”
explains designer Jean Liu. Still, “they weren’t ready to
give up all of their old things and only use neutrals.” It
would be Liu’s job to find that perfect balance.
The pair’s love for entertaining and the great outdoors served as her jumping-off points. “The patterns
and the color schemes we chose really evoke an outdoorsy, rustic-but-tailored style,” the designer says.
Working with the architecture firm Clinton + Company,
Liu used warm, organic materials to soften the house’s
modern lines; upstairs, a vaulted ceiling clad in cypress
paneling “creates a treetop effect,” she says.
The connection with nature manifests more literally,
too, in the form of several terraces and patios tucked
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around the compact structure. “You don’t necessarily
need a lot of space for outdoor living,” Liu points out.
“It’s about minimizing the differentiation between indoor
and out.” Here, this happens in the form of clever struc-

tural additions (sliding glass doors to encourage flow)
and decorative accoutrements (a combination firepit/
water feature in the petite side yard).
These elements also make the house an ideal place
for hosting, a theme that continues indoors, from the
entrance hall where a grand piano invites intimate
concerts to an eat-in kitchen that begs for dinner parties.
Instead of a formal dining room, Liu created a more
casual seating arrangement by placing a banquette and
two tables next to the kitchen island. They can be rearranged as needed depending on the number of guests.
And while the kitchen might not look enormous, two
hidden closets provide more than enough storage for
pantry goods and the family’s impressive array of tableware. (“In the South, we love our china,” quips Liu.)
Ultimately, she says, the home’s most important function is ease. “When we’re in our homes,” Liu declares, “we
just want to be able to enjoy them.”

MUDROOM

Viewed through the pantry, a series of works by Julie Kahn Valentine
got a refresh with simple white frames. Bench: Blu Dot in
Harlequin fabric. Lamp: vintage, Alberto and Diego Giacometti.

CUSTOM
CABINETS HOLD
GENERATIONS’
WORTH OF DINNERWARE AND
SERVING PIECES.

ENTRY

“It sort of required its own
room,” jokes Liu of the grand
piano, a family heirloom
frequently used during parties.
The cantilevered stairs create
a modern juxtaposition. Chair:
Verellen in Schumacher fabric.
Side table: Currey & Company.
Pillow: vintage, Ceylon et
Cie. Rug: Blackstone Carpets.
Ottoman: custom. Painting:
Santa Fe by Charles Iarrobino.

POWDER ROOM

A Calico mural swathes
the walls. Mirror: RH.
Sink: Native Trails with
custom vanity. Sconce:
Brendan Ravenhill.

MAIN BEDROOM

What looks like a photograph
is actually Samsung’s The
Frame TV. Armchair: Kelly
Wearstler for EJ Victor. Table:
HRYB, Faina Collection.
Floor lamp: Visual Comfort.
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OFFICE

Farrow & Ball’s Slipper Satin,
a warm off-white, creates
a feel that’s airy but cozy.
Task chair: Dematteo.

GUEST ROOM

Homeowner Mary Hager
chose the fabrics to reflect
her own eclectic style. Bed:
custom with headboard
in Aurelia Fabrics Padua
linen. Bedding: Annie Selke
with Clay McLaurin pillows.
Armchair: Verellen in a
Seemakrish fabric and a
Serena & Lily pillow. Nightstand: Bungalow 5. Lamp:
Wayfair with custom shade.

BAR

“We wanted it to be a
fun surprise,” Liu says of
the hidden bar painted in
Farrow & Ball’s Monkey
Puzzle, which adds a
colorful accent to the
family room when open.
Art: Stephanie Burk,
Horseshoe Trail Studio.

PATIO

Liu worked with landscape
architect Archiverde
to design the muchused outdoor spaces.
Chairs: Woodard.
Center table: RH. Side
tables: Serena & Lily.
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